WRITE OUR OWN SCRIPTS!
CREATE OUR STORIES AND SHARE WITH THE PUBLIC

Our Social Mission:
To shed light on a social issue through writing a drama script.

Student Learning:
Students will learn to transform their thoughts about the society into an outstanding drama script.

Project Opportunities:
• Study and analyze drama scripts to learn more about script writing.
• Look into some issues found interesting in the society.
• Learn to generate and contextualize ideas, explore different perspectives, develop characters, build up content structure and write the scripts.
• Create stories that incorporate various elements arising from these social issues and create hypothetical scenes for them.
• Rehearse and present the scripts in public script reading sessions to collect opinions for further developing the scripts. When actors visualize the content of the scripts by performance, audiences will be able to understand the scriptwriters’ initial ideas.
• Deliver different kinds of messages to the public through the scripts. Outstanding scripts may be chosen by the Theatre to produce public drama performances.

PROJECT LOCATION
HKU Campus & Tai Kok Tsui, Hong Kong

COMMUNITY PARTNER
FM Theatre Power

KEY AREAS
Hong Kong Culture, Social Issues, Literature, Languages, Scriptwriting, Reading, Analysis, Imagination, Messaging Society

Interested faculty members are welcome to contact Dr. Dennis Cheung, Lecturer of GHELC
Phone: 2219 4828
Email: denniskk@hku.hk
Website: http://ghelc.hku.hk